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Since the 1700s, African American female poets have
actively participated in the African American's quest for
liberation and equality. Prior to the 1960s, most female
poets utilized a traditional dainty and feminine voice to
emancipate the African American community. However, in the
late mid-nineteen sixties, female poets aggressively and
forthrightfully rejected the standard literary norms and
lodged a literary revolution against racism, capitalism and
supremacy.
Through an examination of their revolutionary
language, their portrayal of men and their ideologies, this
thesis will attempt to demonstrate the revolutionary nature
in the works of Nikki Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers and Sonia
Sanchez
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF THE BLACK ARTS AND THE BLACK
POWER MOVEMENTS
From involuntary servitude to the revolutionary
movement of the mid-nineteen sixties, African American women
have made an important contribution to the African American's
struggle for freedom and liberation. For centuries:
Black women have always embodied, if only in their
physical manifestation, an adversary stance to white
male roles and have actively resisted its inroads upon
them and their communities in both dramatic and subtle
ways.^
In the work cited above, Michele Wallace maintained that
women have consistently resisted and rejected racism. For
example, women such as Sojourner Truth, Ida B. Wells, and
France Ellen Watkins Harper used their energies to lodge wars
against America's oppressive system. To facilitate
political, economic and social growth, these women overlooked
sexism and focused on racism. Recognizing that their freedom
was contingent on the liberation of African Americans, they
spoke passionately against physical and psychological
^Michele Wallace, "A Black Feminist's Search for
Sisterhood," in But Some of Us Are Brave, ed. Gloria T.
Hull and others (Old Westbury, New York; The Feminist
Press, 1982), 14.
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enslavement. One effective method used by women to fight
oppression was poetry. According to Stephen Henderson:
Black women have always been involved in the generation
and sustenance of our literature and of our culture in
general. Black literature has always been used in our
struggle for freedom and Black women almost by
definition have always directed their creative energy
and expertise towards providing the matrix for much of
what is classical, what is significant and nurturing in
the field of Black literature. They have played a
heroic role in the struggle for freedom and equality.^
In this passage, Henderson asserted that African American
women have played an intricate role in the creation of
African American protest literature. From Phillis Wheatley
to Colleen J. McElroy, these poets engaged in a spiritual
journey to express "blackness" and displayed an unwavering
desire for liberation.
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
African American poets such as Phillis Wheatley and France
E.W. Harper were creating poetry which reflected the slave
culture. According to Richard Long, they created "art as an
expression of suffering and an affirmation of the African
American in a quest for freedom."^ Throughout her poetry,
Wheatley declared Christianity as an individual's key to
liberation. In her poem entitled, "On Being Brought From
^Stephen Henderson, Understanding the New Black Poetry
(New York: William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1973), 49.
^Richard Long and Eugenia Collier, ed., Afro-American
Writing: An Anthology of Prose and Poetry, vol. II (New
York: New York University Press, 1972), 7.
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Africa to America," Wheatley declared God as the only
liberating force:
'Twas mercy brought me from my
Pagan land.
Taught my benighted soul to
understand
That there's a God, that there's a
Savior too;
Once I redemption neither sought
nor know.
Some view our race with scornful
eye,
"Their color is a diabolic die."
Remember, Christians, Negroes, black
as Cain,
May be refined, and join th'
angelic train^
During the abolitionist movement, Frances E.W. Harper
created early protest poetry which advocated reform and dealt
with the moral degradation of slavery. While Wheatley's
verse was passive. Harper's verse was puissant. In her
poems, "Slave Mother" and "On the Slave Block," Harper
characterized slavery as an abusive system which was
detrimental to the structure of the African American family:
She is a mother, pale with fear.
Her boy clings to her side.
And in her kirtle vainly tries
It's trembling for a Hide.
He is not hers, for cruel hands
May rudely tear apart
The only wreath of household love
^Phillis Wheatley, "On Being Brought from Africa to
America," in Afro-American Writing; An Anthology of Prose
and Poetry, vol. II, ed. Richard Long and Eugenia Collier
(New York: New York University Press, 1972), 18.
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That binds her breaking heart.®
During the Harlem Renaissance, a period identified as
the rebirth of the Negro, women such as Gwendolyn Bennett,
Angelina Grimke, Anne Spencer, and Lisle Hill® created poetry
which was conventional and nonracial in theme. Although they
did not produce during the Harlem Renaissance, their feminist
voice and flowery style were indicative of the period. With
great sensitivity and emotional acuity, these women attempted
to express some unique aspect of their personal experience.
In a passive voice, they helped place African Americans in
high art.
During this period, Georgia Douglass Camp Johnson
emerged as one of the most prolific female poets since
Frances E.W. Harper. Although Johnson was mainly preoccupied
with themes such as womanhood, unrequited love and the
unfulfilled aspirations of women, in pieces such as "The
Riddle" and "Old Black Men," she depicted the disillusionment
of the African American in a suppressive society:
They have dreamed as young men dream
Of glory, love and power.
They have hoped as youth will hope
^Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, "The Slave Mother," in
Black Writers of America: A Comprehensive Anthology, ed.
Richard Barksdale and Kenneth Kinnamon (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1972), 225.
®For further information on these poets consult the
following anthologies. Black Sister, edited by Erlene
Stetson and The Poetry of Black America: Anthology of the
20th Century, edited by Arnold Adoff.
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Of life's sun-minted hour,
they have seen as others saw
Their bubbles burst in air
And they have learned to live it down
As though they did not care.’
During the mid-nineteen forties and fifties, poets,
Gwendolyn Brooks, Mari Evans, Maya Angelou and Margaret
Walker, who were primarily poets of this period but who also
produced well into the sixties, created reform poetry which
dealt with social oppression and dehumanization. For
example, by expressing the manifold problems of the African
American existence. Walker celebrated their struggle and
hopes. For example, in her poem, "For My People," which
inspired the poets of the mid-sixties. Walker encouraged
African Americans to build a new nation and break free from
the existing one:
Let a new earth rise.
Let another world
be born. Let a bloody
peace be written in the sky.
Let a second generation
full of courage issue forth;
let a people
loving freedom come to growth.
Let the martial songs be
written, let the dirges
disappear. Let a race of men
’Georgia Douglass Camp Johnson, "Old Black Men," in
The Poetry of Black America; Anthology of the 20th
Century, ed. Arnold Adoff (New York; Harper and Row,
1973), 21.
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now rise and take control 8
In her works, Gwendolyn Brooks revealed the hardship
of the African American community. With a motherly approach,
she effectively articulated the anger and discontent of
African American youth and explored meaning and truth in the
black urban experience. Brooks offered no excuses or pleas
for the actions of young African Americans but depicted a
community which was angry, frustrated and determined to
resist oppression.
In the mid-nineteen sixties, a new type of female
developed, one who resented and rejected the restrictive
image of the European American female. As Carolyn Rodgers
stated in her poem, "The Last M.F.," "this new day creates a
new dawn woman. . one who exhibited a bold and
aggressive linguistic style. Through verse, these women
demonstrated the richness of the African American heritage.
Refusing to conform to any traditional European American
literary standards, they employed obscenities, frankness and
black power to facilitate consciousness. Women like Margaret
^Margaret Walker, "For My People," in Afro-American
Writing; An Anthology of Prose and Poetry, vol. II, ed.
Richard Long and Eugenia Collier (New York: New York
University Press, 1972), 101.
’Carolyn Rodgers, "The Last M.F.," in Songs of a Black
Bird (Chicago; Third World Press, 1969), 29.
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Danner, Alice Cobb, Sarah Webster Fabio^° and others
utilized a radical linguistic style in their attempt to free
African Americans from psychological, economical and
political oppression. Taking poetry from the sanctuary of
the study, they brought it to the streets of African American
community and propagated a message of self love, black power
and black nationalism. These women were products of the
turbulent Black Power Movement.
The Black Power Movement was one of the major
developmental decades in the history of African Americans.
During this period, African Americans formulated independent
organizations, staged crucial protests and made the most
severe hypothetical and fundamental criticism of the
structure and content of America:
The painful process of reassessment which occurred in
the middle 60's produced, perhaps, the most definitive
aspect and achievement of the sixties — the self-
conscious decision of Africans in the U.S. to initiate
a theoretical and practical thrust to redefine and
restructure society in Black images and interests.
^“Margaret Danner published four volumes of poetry
during the sixties. Impressions of African Art Forms in
Poetry (1962), To Flower (1962), Poem Counterpoem (1966),
and Iron Lace 1968. Alice Cobb produced unpublished works
such as "The Searching" and "Angela Davis" which are
published in Black Sister, edited by Erlene Stetson.
Sarah Webster Fabio published two collections of poetry, A
Mirror; A Soul by Sarah Webster Fabio (1969), and Dices
and Black Bones (1970).
^^Maulana Karenga, Introduction To Black Studies (Los
Angeles, California: University of Sankore Press, 1989),
131.
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Unlike the non-violent Civil Rights Movement, the Black Power
Movement gave birth to a political and cultural conscious
people who were determined to relinquish the bonds of
oppression. As a result, these individuals mobilized and,
began to solve the Crusian-posed crisis of the Black
intellectual, raised the political and cultural
consciousness of the Black masses, linked the struggle
with African and other Third World peoples and
introduced the concept and practice of armed struggle
in urban centers among other things.
For survival, these black nationalists infused an Afrocentric
perspective into religion, politics and culture.
During the Black Arts Movement, African Americans
relinquished the Hamitic depiction^^ and claimed their
rightful place as the chosen people of God. In an attempt to
produce an indigenous faith which emphasized dignity, freedom
and human welfare, the Honorable Elijah Muhammad and Albert
Cleage attempted to formulate an African American theology.
According to Elijah Muhammad, founder of the Nation of Islam
in America, Islam was the African American's salvation from
oppression and victimization. Through Islam, Muheunmad
proclaimed that African Americans had the opportunity to
“Ibid.
^^Hamitic depiction as a religious theology that
supported European Americans declaration that they were
inherently superior to African Americans. The theory
alleged that the descendants of Shem, Europeans, were
superior to the descendants of Ham, Africans. A more
precise analysis of this theology can be obtained through
an examination of Black Religion and Black Radicalism by
Gayraud S. Wilmore (1973).
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escape the degenerative effects of America, to recognize and
benefit from their beautiful and creative geniuses, and to
become an independent economic nation.
On the other hand, Albert Cleage, founder of the
Shrine Of the Black Madonna, maintained that Judeo-
Christianity would deliver African Americans from mental
enslavement. According to him, Judeo-Christianity originated
from African theology. Moreover, both God and Jesus were of
African descent and Jesus was the first individual who "led
a national liberation struggle against a white power
Rome."^^ Therefore, Cleage contended that if African
Americans relied on the true historical revolutionary
perspective of Judeo-Christianity, the church could lead them
to social reform.
The political revolution of the mid-nineteen century
centered around black nationalist ideology. In an attempt to
reevaluate the goals, methods and direction of the African
American community, nationalist groups and leaders called for
an ideological transformation which would emancipate the
minds of African Americans. This political transformation
advocated for the emergence of independent African American
economic institutions, alternative educational institution
and Black Studies Programs, centers and departments. In
addition, it promoted the redefining of the world in terms of
^^Karenga, "Black Studies," 132.
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afrocentric images and ideologies and the dismantling of the
enslaved mentality imposed on them by European Americans.
Utterly disgusted with the psychological and economic
enslavement of their people, theorists Malcolm X, Franz Fanon
and Robert Willicuns, were instrumental in shaping the
prevailing ideology that African Americans had the inherent
right to win their freedom by struggle, rejection and
alienation. Furthermore, they asserted that African
Americans must declare their independence through self-help
organizations and institutions. As a result, political
organizations throughout the country developed. For example,
the Black Congress in Los Angeles, Black Federation in San
Diego, the Committee for A Unified Newark, the Congress of
African People and the National Black Assembly came into
existence. Through these political and theoretical
frameworks, African Americans attempted to eliminate
stagnation in their community.
This keen political orientation also led to the
formation of Afrocentric education. For instance, African
Americans were establishing their own schools and demanding
that their presence be recognized by European American
institutions of higher learning. This educational revolution
was forged and led by the youth. Through organization such
as the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), the
Panthers, Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), and small
10
organizations established within universities, African
Americans demanded Black Studies Programs, black student
unions and black instructors:
It was . . , during the sixties that the Black Student
Movement came into being, won Black Studies programs
and challenged the traditional wisdom and structure of
white academia.“
The cultural revolution of the mid-nineteen sixties
stemmed from the desire to,
break the monopoly the oppressor has on Black minds and
begin to rescue and reconstruct Black history and
humanity in their own image and interest.^*
In an attempt to redefine the values and views of African
Americans, organizations such as US developed. Established
by Maulana Karenga in 1965, this organization was
instrumental in shaping the ideologies and conceptualizations
of African Americans. Its premise stemmed from the ideology
and practices of Kawaida:
The ideology of Kawaida, which is essentially a theory
of cultural and social change and which seeks to draw
from and synthesize the best in nationalist, Pan-
Africanist and socialist thought ...
From Kawaida, Kwanzaa and Nguzo Saba, two systems of
thoughts, originated. Their purpose was to motivate African





This cultural awareness provided direction and vision
for an existing literary movement, the Black Arts Movement.
During this decade novelist, poets and playwrights were
making the revolution as palpable in literature as it was in
the streets. The period labeled the Black Arts Movement
mainly belonged to the poets. Similar to the intellectual's
rejection of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP), the nationalist's rejection of the
two major political parties, and the militant's rejection of
the Civil Rights Movement, so poets were defying and
denouncing traditional European American literary standards
and formulating a new African American regime. Influenced by
the spirit of the movement, these individuals stood boldly on
the threshold of freedom and demanded liberation from
psychological as well as mental enslavement. Through verse,
they lodged a literary war against the European American
system, its hypocritical religion, its exploitation, and its
dehumanization. Poets such as Amiri Baraka, Haki Madhubuti,
Sonia Sanchez, June Jordan, Nikki Giovanni, Larry Neal and
Carolyn Rodgers were producing revolutionary poetry which
expressed a serious commitment to the regeneration of the
African American community.
The participants of the Black Arts Movement believed
that it was their responsibility to expose the vicious nature
of European American and transform its system:
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The Black Artist's role in America is to aid in the
destruction of America as he knows it. His role is to
report and reflect so precisely the nature of the
society, and of himself in that society, that other men
will be moved by the exactness of his rendering and, if
they are black men, grow strong through this moving,
having seen their own strength, and weakness; and if
they are white men, tremble, curse, and go mad, because
they will be drenched with the filth of the their
evil."
In essence, they believed that they were commissioned to
destroy the "lily white" image of America and replace it with
a more realistic portrayal, one which would attest to
America's capitalist nature. Like political theorists,
Maulana Karenga, Stokley Carmichael and Angela Davis, these
poets explicated a new perspective:
The . . . poets no longer plead, or ask for rights from
the white man. Instead of searching themselves for
faults which engender the contempt of the white man,
they examine the white man, and . . . then dub him —
"the Beast." They no longer pity themselves ...
Instead, they say, "I eun black and beautiful. They
rejected whiteness and white standards.^®
They believed that if they could replace self-hatred and
historical ignorance with self-love and knowledge the African
American community would have the foundation necessary for
autonomy.
Poetry during the Black Arts Movement was radical,
defiant, and innovative. It was poetry which affirmed
"Leroi Jones, "State/Mean," Home: Social Essays (New
York, 1966), 251.
"Dudley Randall, "Black Poetry," in Black Expression,
ed. Addison Gayle, Jr. (New York: Weybright and Talley,
1969), 111.
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"blackness," rejected the negative phrases, words and symbols
which were used by European Americans to stigmatize African
Americans and "sought to baptize the African American
community in Afrocentricity.According to Hoyt Fuller,
these poets attempted to create a poetic language which
reflected in form and meaning the individuals they were
seeking to rehabilitate. They,
set out in search of a black aesthetic, a system of
isolating and evaluating the artistic works of black
people which reflected the special character and
imperatives of the black experience.
Reflective of their time, these poets set a new tone
and a new standard in African American literature. They were
motivated and zealous in their endure to free African
Americans:
The typical Negro poet of the sixties mounted and
stayed mounted in a chariot of fire. In an age of
tempest he found himself constantly near the eye of the
storm. . . . The sixties brought new Negroes who were
more chauvinistically Negro than any Negro poet before
[them]. The sixties brought a Negro poet who tended to
be both a separatist and a militant.
For example, these poets displayed their discontent with
Eurocentrism by rejecting its cultural standards. As members
^“Henderson, "Understanding Poetry," 52.
^^Hoyt W. Fuller, "Towards a Black Aesthetic," in
Black Expression, ed. Addison Gayle, Jr. (New York:
Weybright and Talley, 1969), 286.
“Blyden Jackson and Louis D. Rubin, Jr., ed., "From
One 'New Negro' to Another, 1923-1972," chapter in Black
Poetry in America (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univ.
Press, 1974), 85-86.
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of this cultural revolution, these individuals advocated
psychological freedom symbolically in dress and hairstyle.
In addition to dressing black, they used black jargon and
dialect to celebrate the precious traditions within the
African American culture. They strived to,
formulate a definition of this "black aesthetic" that
was expressive of the mystique of Negritude currently
fashionable. The substance of this aesthetics was
apparently . . . the extent to which and the accuracy
with which black writing incorporated and expressed the
uniquely black elements of American life — the
folklore, the music (spirituals, blues, work songs, and
jazz), the distinctive idiom of black cats, the special
cuisine (soul food), the dance, dramaturgy and religion
of the American Negro.
For these militants, poetry was more than words, syntax,
rhymes and symbols. It was a weapon their people could
utilize to transform Eurocentricity and a tool which could
provide strength and hope:
To write black poetry is an act of survival, of
regeneration, of love. Black writers do not write for
white people and refuse to be judged by them. They
write for black people and they write about their
blackness, and out of their blackness, rejecting anyone
and anything that stands in the way of self-knowledge
and self-celebration.^^
^^James W. Tuttleton, "The Negro Writer as Spokesman,"
in Black American Writer: Fiction and Poetry, vol. I, ed.
C.W.E. Bigsby (Baltimore, Maryland: Penguin Books, 1969),
251.
^^Stephen E. Henderson, "Survival Motion: A Study of
the Black Writer and the Black Revolution in America,"
chapter in The Militant Black Writer: In Africa and the
United States, ed. Mercer Cook and Stephen E. Henderson
(Milwaukee: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1969), 98.
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Compatible with the time, these poets were considered
dangerous, subversive and revolutionary. In an attempt to
reverse the conditioning that African Americans had suffered,
these poets focused on four major themes: 1) pro¬
blackness/self-love; 2) separatism; 3) black nationalism; and
4) revolutionism.
Historically, the status of the African American had
been entrenched at the bottom of European American society.
The general orientation of their lifestyles was shaped by a
history of enslaved conditions. Due to this conditioning,
African Americans had become content with their second class
citizenship, admired and emulated everything associated with
Eurocentricity and craved approval and acceptance from the
European American community. Therefore, these poets
maintained that productivity would only occur if this
hypnotic trance that immobilized their community was
reversed. Consequently, the African American community would
have to begin loving and believing in itself, its history and
its accomplishments. Through poetry, they reaffirmed the
beauty, wisdom and creativity of the people. They compared
white standards to black standards and always made
"blackness" victorious. In each poem, they promulgated a
message of self-love and self-celebration and encouraged
African Americans to recognize that it was America's
objective to keep them economically and politically
16
oppressed. Moreover, they asserted that if African Americans
acknowledged their history, they would discover self-respect,
self-love and self-determination.
In verse, these poets managed to capture current
ideologies. For example, it was evident that these poets
believed that African American history contained great
leaders, innovators, creators and providers. For the most
part, these individuals believed that Africa was the cradle
of civilization, the provider of knowledge and the formulator
of mathematics, geology, and science. In short, African
Americans were strong, wise and creative. In her precedent
poem, "What Shall I Tell My Children, Who Are Black,”
Margaret Alexander Burroughs, poet of the forties, inspired
the usage of history in literature. In the poem, through
African history a mother successfully restored hope and pride
in her son who had been exposed to racism at school.
Like Burroughs, but with a more forceful voice, the
poets of the Black Arts Movements transformed history into a
vital instrument for growth. Like political activists Elijah
Muhammad, Malcolm X, and Franz Fanon, the poets of the Black
Arts Movement believed that separation would generate
achievement, maintain self-love, and eliminate stagnation and
destruction in the African American community:
The Black . . . must isolate himself from western
culture and civilization, must define himself, must
chop away at the white criterion and destroy its hold
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on his black minds because to see the world through
white eyes causes death.
Therefore, they would have to mentally disassociate
themselves from the "deprived, hypocritical and inherently
suicidal"^® American culture. As members of the current
rebellious world movement, these poets insisted that African
Americans resist the American declaration that "white was
better" along with its concepts of beauty, success and love.
As an alternative, they exhorted their readers to develop
their own models and concepts which were consistent with
their heritage and their own spiritual and moral values. The
outcome of this redirection from an Eurocentric gaze to an
Afrocentric gaze would emancipate them from objectification
to humanization.
Like Marcus Garvey, the poets believed that through
separation the African American community would be able to
rediscover its heritage and history so it could endure and
defeat the power of prolonged and calculated oppression.
Similar to nineteenth century philosophy, these poets
ascribed to the ideology that if Africans of the Diaspora
were to prosper, they would have to free themselves of
European enslavement and become thinkers and vital
^®Arthur Davis, "The New Poetry of Black Hate," Modern
Black Poets, ed. Donald B. Gibson (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973), 154.
^®Randall, "Black Poetry," 112.
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contributors in the world. However, the poets did not
advocate for African Americans to return to Africa. Instead,
these poets admonished them to look to ancient Africa for
inspiration and strength and to mobilize themselves in
America, to organize, plan and demand their rightful place as
citizens.
According to these revolutionists, the prime directive
of the Black Power Movement was the shaping of an independent
nation. Therefore, they sought to educate the masses and
solicited them to become viable entities in America:
The Negro needs a Nation and country of his own, where
he can best show evidence of his own ability in the art
of human progress.^’
Here, Garvey maintained that African Americans needed to
establish their own autonomous nation, one which would allow
them to prosper economically, and to be self reliant and self
motivated.
Black nationalism meant creating a community of
individuals who recognized the need to "rise and take
control"^® of their culture, their heritage, and their
economical, political and social systems. For excunple, it
was believed that.
^’Claude M. Lightfoot, "The Struggle for Black Power,"
in From a Black Perspective, ed. Douglass A. Hughes
(Washington; Washington University Press, 1970), 193.
^®Walker, "For My People," 101.
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no white politician could be allowed to function within
the Nation. Black politicians doing funny servant
business for whites must be eliminated. Black people
must have absolute political and economical control.
In other words, they must have absolute control over
their lives and destinies.^®
In this passage, Leroi Jones asserted that for the African
American, nationhood equaled control of self, institutions
and life. As a result, these poets demanded that people
reject capitalism and accept black nationalism.
Black nationalism was essential because it facilitated
economic, social and political independence. According to
Julius Lester in "Look Out Whiteyl Black Power's Gon' Get
Your Mama," Mrs. Ida Mae Lawrence of Rosedale, Mississippi
expressed the inevitable need for black nationalism when she
said.
You know, we ain't dumb, even if we are poor. We need
jobs. We need houses. But even with the poverty
program we ain't got nothin' but needs. ... We is
ignored by the government. The things about property
upset them, but the things about poor people don't. So
there's no way out, but to begin your own beginning,
whatever you can. So far as I'm concerned, that's all
I got to say about the past, we're beginning a new
future.®®
Here, Mrs. Lawrence attested to the economic status and
political realities of the African American . According to
®®Leroi Jones, "The Legacy of Malcolm X, and the Black
Nation," in From a Black Perspective, ed. Douglas A. Hughes
(Washington: Washington University Press, 1970), 120.
®°Julius Lester, "Look Out, Whiteyl. . . Black Power's
Goin' Get Your Mama," in From a Black Perspective, ed.
Douglas A. Hughes (Washington: Washington University
Press, 1970), 194.
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her, African Americans had suffered economic oppression and
neglect. Therefore, African Americans must build a
politically autonomous community.
Economics played a major role in black nationalism.
For instance, these radicals attempted to teach African
Americans the importance of keeping their capital in the
African American community:
When we urge that black money go into black pockets, we
mean the communal pocket. We want to see money go back
into the community and used to benefit it. We want to
see the cooperative concept applied in business and
banking. . . . The society we seek to build among
black people is not a capitalist one. It is a society
in which the spirit of community and hiunanistic love
prevail.
In Julius Lester's article, Stokley Carmichael described the
ideological society African Americans strived to build, one
which protected and provided for everyone, where poverty was
virtually non-existent. By ascribing to and achieving this
goal, the African American community would ensure its
progress and survival. The poets of the mid-nineteen sixties
believed that black nationalism was only obtainable through
active resistance.
According to Malcolm X, revolutions were about social
change:
Revolutions are based on bloodshed. Revolutions are
never compromising. Revolutions are never based on any
kind of tokenism. Revolutions are never based that
"'Ibid., 199.
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which is begging a corrupt society or a corrupt system
to accept us into it.
Revolutions are fought to get control of land, to
remove the absentee landlord and control the land and
institutions that flow from that land.^^
Here, Malcolm prescribed the essential elements of a
revolution. According to him, its goal was control and its
method was action "by any means necessary." In addition, the
revolutionist was radical, arrogant and aggressive in his
attempt to destroy and reconfigure the system which deprived
him of his human rights.
It was this radical ideology which guided the poets of
the sixties. They possessed the ingredients which Malcolm
and so many others deemed necessary to incite the African
American community to action. Through harsh language and
imagery, these poets attempted to persuade African Americans
to unite and to fight the war for equality. They encouraged
them to be fighters, to be dangerous and to disassemble a
system which was designed to destroy them. Only through the
use of horned anger could this community force America to
release it from enslavement. These poets maintained that
independence would only come if,
the people [were] loud, gaudy and racy. Commit
themselves to work where the people were, and to
^^Malcolm X, "The Black Revolution," in From a Black
Perspective, ed. Douglas A. Hughes (Washington: Washington
University Press, 1970), 109.
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respond to all forms of injustice inflicted by the
white man or their own.^^
This movement embodied the militant, the risk taker and the
radical who were committed to the task of breaking the chains
of enslavement and forging the bonds of prosperity and
communalism.
The poets who participated in the Black Arts Movement
were decidedly different from the poets of the Harlem
Renaissance. As Arthur Davis contended this generation was,
. . . free in a sense that no other Negro generation
has been, and it has made of this freedom by
unloosening an avalanche of hatred on all of the old
lies, the hypocrisies, and old shams their fathers had
to endure.
However, Davis could not have been further from the truth
when he concluded,
. . . There are serious shortcomings: to much of this
hate poetry is repetitive, mouthing over and over again
the same revolutionary slogans and themes; some of it
is guilty of bad taste, not moral but aesthetic, in
using filth and obscenity only for the purpose of
shocking the establishment.^®
Unlike their predecessor, these individuals tackled the
corrupt European American system with unconventional but
resourceful literary weapons. Although critics like Davis
detested their techniques, it was their linguistic style
®®Tuttleton, "The Negro Writer," 252.
®^Davis, "New Poetry," 149.
®®Ibid., 15.
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which effectively ministered to the soul of African
Americans:
In the United States, there is no such thing as "Negro”
poetry anymore, or at least none that merits attention.
There is, however, black verse — and there are black
poets. By and larger, these are the saving grace of
American letters as a whole, and one is tempted to call
their position enviable. In the first place, they have
something real o write about — ... . Secondly,
they have a growing audience with a steadily increasing
awareness of and concern for what they are about.
As expressed by Paul Breman, the poets of the Black Arts
Movement were fashioning new dimensions of reality and power
for African Americans and changing the face of American
literature. One of the most encouraging aspects of the Black
Arts Movement was the number of women poets. Like their male
counterparts, they cried loud and forcefully advocated for
liberation. Shedding the dainty American image of the woman,
they became the "bad girls" of their time, causing many to
love them, many to hate them and many to respect them.
Gwendolyn Brooks, Mari Evans, Audre Lorde, Sonia Sanchez,
Alicia Johnson, Carolyn Rodgers, Julia Fields, Nikki
Giovanni, Joyce Whitsih and Ridhiana Saunders created radical
poetry which asserted self-pride and self-confidence:
The black woman is hurt, confused, frustrated, angry,
resentful, frightened and evill Who in this hell dares
suggest that she should be otherwise? These attitudes
^®Paul Breman, "Poetry into the Sixties," in Black
American Writer; Poetry and Drama, vol. II, ed. C.W.E.
Bigsby (Baltimore, Maryland; Penguin Books, 1969), 107.
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only point up her perception of the situation and her
health rejection of Scune.^’
Refusing to allow sexism to oppress or separate them from the
revolution, these women successfully articulated the beauty
and diversity of the African American culture and language.
Three female poets who emerged as leaders were Nikki
Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers and Sonia Sanchez. Their works
gave definition to the movement, called for an end to white
supremacy, colonialism, and oppression which were embodied in
European Americans values and morals. Through an excunination
of their use of language, their view of men and their
portrayal of black nationalism, this thesis will attempt to
demonstrate how Nikki Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers and Sonia





REVOLUTIONARY LANGUAGE IN THE WORKS
OF NIKKI GIOVANNI, CAROLYN RODGERS
AND SONIA SANCHEZ
Language is a powerful device which can be used to
stimulate, rehabilitate, and manipulate. During the Black
Power Movement, revolutionists employed appropriate informal
contemporary language to persuade individuals to "hearken the
clarion call for self-actualization, change and revolution."^
As an act of affirmation and resistance, these militants,
used language to confront and reaffirm their blackness
and to repudiate all that would make them ashamed of
it
Political activists such as Malcolm X, Angela Davis, Leroi
Jones, and H. Rap Brown utilized the language of the streets
as a vehicle to move the African American community toward
self-knowledge and collective freedom. Although this
vernacular was fundamentally rooted in the oral tradition,
through mechanical devices and structure, poets managed to
establish a written dimension of the tradition. As Henderson
^Stephen Henderson, ed.. Understanding the New Black
Poetry (New York; William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1973),
17.
^Penny Kaganoff, "Visions of a Liberated Future:
Black Arts Movement Writings," Publishers Weekly 235, xxi
(May 1989), 61.
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asserted, despite the technical complications, for the most
part, in verse, these poets effectively articulated what
Maulana Karenga and Huey Newton accomplished in vocalization:
. . . These writers were and are confronted with
enormous technical problems, some of which may be
insoluble. . . . For their model is dyncunic, not
static, and although one can suggest various vocal and
musical effects with typography, an extensive use of
these rather mechanical devices may be ultimately self-
defeating. Thus Black poets are rediscovering the
resources of their oral traditions and have
occasionally been very successful with them.^
On the other hand, Donald B. Gibson argued that the artist
relied more on the spoken than the written aspect of the
tradition:
The poet's assumption is not that his audience will
ponder his lines, will read and reread, but that they
will instead hear the poem, perhaps only once, and must
comprehend it fully during the process of perception.^
To some extent both critics are correct. On one hand, based
on their extensive use of mechanical devices, it was apparent
that these poets were attempting to demonstrate how their
poems should be read and received. On the other hand, the
numerous speaking engagements and poems composed to music
were indicative of their intent to utilize the oral aspects
of the tradition. Despite the vehicle, the poet's first
directive was to effectively communicate with his audience
^Henderson, "Understanding Poetry," 30.
^Donald B. Gibson, ed.. Modern Black Poets (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973), 12.
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and to accurately express their complex attitudes and
feelings:
Poets use Black speech forms consciously because they
know that Black people — the mass of us — do not talk
like white people. They know that despite the lies and
distortions of the minstrels — both ancient and
modern, unlearned and academic — and despite all the
critical jargon about "ghettoes" and "plantation
English" there is a complex and rich and powerful and
subtle linguistic heritage whose resources have
scarcely been touched that with draw upon.®
Secondly, through this complex symbolic language the poet
endeavored to minister to the psychological and spiritual
needs of the people. Larry Neal's description of art best
demonstrated this therapeutic quality of street language.
According to Neal, the poets of the Black Arts Movement were
developing an art form that,
... addresses itself directly to Black people; an art
that validates the positive aspects of our life style:
Dig: An art that opens up to the beauty and ugliness
within us; that makes us understand our condition and
each other in a more profound manner; that unites us,
exposing us to our painful weakness and strengths; and
finally, an art that posits for us the vision of a
Liberated Future.®
Finally, these lyricist were striving to transcend language
and meaning to the deepest common level of the African
American's experiences to emphasize unity, commonality and
identity. During this movement, two radical linguistic
styles were used "soul language" or "talk" and "bluntness."
®Henderson, "Understanding Poetry," 33.
®Larry Neal, "Any Day Now: Black Art and Black
Liberation," Ebony. August, 1969, 55-56.
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The use of Black speech patterns, frankness, obscenities and
violent language was in itself revolutionary, especially for
the female poets. Like their male contemporaries, their
participation represented a rebellion against European
American literary standards which provided them with an
opportunity to communicate on the scune level as the common
African American. In addition, it served as a defiance
against restrictive women modes. Women such as Mari Evans,
Alicia Johnson, Audre Lorde and others were making their
contributions to this linguist revolution. Some were less
obvious than others, while, women such as Nikki Giovanni,
Carolyn Rodgers and Sonia Sanchez emerged as three brilliant
craftwomen of dialect poetry. One technique employed by
these women was "soul language" or "talk."
Both Claude Brown and Stephen Henderson contended that
soul language was as much an enunciation as it was a dialect.
Brown maintained that,
... it can be asserted that spoken soul is more of a
sound than a language. It generally possesses a
pronounced lyrical quality which is frequently
incompatible to any music other than that ceaseless and
relentlessly diving rhythm that flows from poignantly
spent lives. Spoken soul has a way of coming out
metered without intention of the speaker to invoke it.
There are specific phonetic traits.’
’Claude Brown, "The Language of Soul," in From a Black
Perspective, ed. Douglas A. Hughes (Washington University
Press, 1970), 5.
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Furthermore, Brown maintained that soul language involved
more than the mere application of slang terminology. On the
contrary, it required implementation of emotions and
expression:
Spoken soul is distinguished from slang primarily by
the fact that the former lends itself easily to
conventional English, and the latter is diametrically
opposed to adaptations within the realm of conventional
English. Police (pronounced police) is a soul term,
where as "The Man" is mere slang . . . for the Scuae
thing Once the appropriate term is given
the treatment (soul vocalization) it becomes soulful.°
Furthermore, soul language became a symbolic representation
of the African American's struggle for regeneration and for
an effective communication vehicle in an alien and tyrannical
society:
The American Negro, for virtually all his history, has
constituted a vastly disproportionate number of the
country's illiterates. Illiteracy has a way of showing
itself in all attempts at vocal expression by the
uneducated. With the aid of colliguialisms,
malapropisms, battered and fractured grammar, and a
considerable amount of creativity. Colored English, the
sound of soul evolved.®
To many literary scholars and academicians, these sounds were
characterized as broken English and speech impediments.
However, to those individuals rooted in the black experience,
this dialect represented the sounds of soul. As a result,
political, social and literary spokesperson employed the




the African American community. For literary revolutionists,
their major task was to effectively reproduce this form in
print while still retaining its meaning and depth. For the
most part, it was the poets who accomplished this. Using
techniques such as abbreviated words, slashed words, fused
words, certain punctuation marks and the omission of letters,
these individuals depicted the linguistic heritage of the
African American community. In addition, poets used common
street expressions and words like "mah" instead of "my,"
"gonno" for "going to," "honkie" for "white person," "pig"
for "police" and "yo" for "your." For example, in Nikki
Giovanni's collections. Black Judgement, and Black Talk.
Black Feeling, it was common to find words such as "honkies,"
"folks" and phrases like, "Black Think," and "My bang."
However, it was her conversational rhythmic style of Black
music and speech which demonstrated the language of the
streets. For example, in "Of Liberation" from her first
collection:
Honkies rule the world
Where's your power Black people
(There are those who say its




3/5 of a man
Chattle property
All of us
The most vital commodity in american
Is Black people
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Ask any, circumsized honkie.^®
Again, in her second collection, Giovanni displayed the same
energy and depth of soul:
The Black Revolution is passing
You bye negroes
• • •
They already got Malcolm
They already got LeRoi
They already strapped a harness on Rap
They already pulled Stokley's teeth
• • •
If the Black Revolution passes
you bye it's for dcunned
sure
the whi-te reaction to it won't"^^
With intensity and urgency, Giovanni used the methods of soul
language to beckon individuals to the cry of revolution.
More so than Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers employed the
aid of mechanical devices and slang terminology to express
the emotional dilemmas of the African American woman. In her
two collections Paper Soul and Sonas of a Blackbird, it was
common to see dialectical language and slang:
i un revolutionist
... . caui i don't
eat pig no mo
• • •
i write poetry since day
befo yesterday
an use words like
muthafuca
and goddam to show
^“Nikki Giovanni, "Of Liberation," in Black Judgement
(New York: Morrow Quill Paperbacks, 1968), 45.
“Nikki Giovanni, "Poem (No Name No, 3)," in Black
Feeling, Black Talk (New York: Morrow Quill Paperbacks,
1970), 24.
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that i'm bad ”
Again, in "The Sound of Music," Rodgers employed common
street terminology as she demonstrated the frustration of the
African American woman who was forced to contend with the
harsh realities of the pseudo-African American male:
. . . you steppin wider
ain't you?
She wite, ain't she
You can't explain shit
to me.
You ain't no Black Nationalist
muthafucka.
Scholars such as Haki Madhubuti and Bettye J. Parker-Smith
have criticized Rodgers for being inconsistent in her use of
language. They claimed that sometimes within the same poem
and collection Rodgers often merged soul language with
conventional language:
. . . Rodgers is consistently inconsistent in her use
of language. ... .In "Now Let's Be Real," she
uses "yr" and "you" interchangeably for your
In poems for Malcolm", she is incongruous in her use of
"a" and "uh" ...
“Carolyn Rodgers, "Yeah, I IS Uh Shootin Off At The
Mouth, Yeah, I IS Uh Fairy Tale or Yeah, I Is Uh
Revolutionist," in Songs of a Black Bird (Chicago: Third
World Press, 1969), 45.
^^Rodgers, "Sound of Music," in Songs of a Black Bird.
30.
^^Bettye J. Parker-Smith, "Running Wild in Her Soul:
The Poetry of Carolyn Rodgers," in Black Women Writers
1950-1980: A Critical Evaluation, ed. Mari Evans (New
York: Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1984), 406.
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However, the case can be made that Rodgers did nothing less
than the individuals she depicted. Like her, African
Americans failed to consistently use slang language.
Therefore, the conclusion could be drawn that Rodgers'
inconsistency was a symbolic representation of the complexity
of the African American community.
Like Rodgers, Sonia Sanchez used linguistic devices to
capture the dramatic expressions of soul language. Poets
such as Haki Madhubuti and June Jordan have characterized
Sanchez as one of the major cultural poet of the period who
"reflected the hard bottom and complicated spectrum of the
entire Black community."^® In her two collections
Homecoming and We A BaddDDD People.
by inserting extra letters in some words, dividing
syllables, and slashing and breaking phrases into
shortlines . .
Sanchez portrayed soul language in her attempt to provide






^^Haki Madhubuti, "Sonia Sanchez: The Bringer Of
Memories," in Black Women Writers 1950-1980; A Critical
Evaluation, ed. Mari Evans (New York; Anchor
Press/Doubleday, 1984), 421.
“Jessie Carney Smith, "Sonia Sanchez," chapter in
Notable Black American Women (Detroit, Michigan; Gale








bring us your problems,
we your lead/ers














that ain't no revolutionary
thing com/munal
fuck/ing^®
In her second collection, in "blk/puritans," Sanchez










^’Sonia Sanchez, "the final solution," in Homecoming
(Detroit, Michigan: Broadside Press, 1969), 18.
^®Sanchez, "Memorial," in Homecoming. 29.
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there
are blk/puritans among us




In addition to her brilliant craftsmanship, in this poem,
Sanchez used history, religion, social structure, slang and
dialect as she:
argues for a new and developed political awareness,
demanding that her readers locate the actual profanity
in their lives.
Another linguistic style employed during this period
was the "blunt style." It was this radical style,
characterized as the directness of the streets, which became
the trademark of the movement. It embodied words and
constructions which carried an inordinate charge of emotional
and psychological weight, so that whenever used they would
ignite and stimulate. Unique in form, this style embraced
elements of the dozens technique, obscenities and code words
which were complex in meaning association and defied
understanding by outsiders. According to Sonia Sanchez, it
was Malcolm X who inspired this tradition of explicitness,
forthrightness, openness and directness:
A lot of our words and language came from Malcolm.
Malcolm was always messing with language and messing
^®Sonia Sanchez, "there are blk/puritans," in We A
BaddDDD People (Detroit, Michigan: Broadside Press, 1970),
^“Madhubuti, "Sonia Memories," 424.
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with people, . . . demanding things of people and
cursing people out.^^
Revolutionists, like Huey Newton and Angela Davis were using
common African American terminology to bring collective
freedom and identity to the African American community. For
example, words such as nigger, M.F., rock, roll, folks, pigs,
grass and others were utilized to eliminate coastal and
regional dialectical barriers. Stephen Henderson exemplified
this below:
Let us that the word "roll" for example. Here are some
instances of its use: "Rock and Roll," "Rollin with My
Baby," "I'm Rollin' Through an Unfriendly World," "Let
the Good Times Roll," "He is sure rollin' today," "Roll
'em, Pete," . . . "Let the church roll on," and so on.
The meanings connote work, struggle, sexual congress,
dancing, having a good time, and shooting dice. The
cut across areas of experience usually though of a
separate, but they are not mutually exclusive. In
fact, the meaning overlapped and washed into each other
on some undifferentiated level of common experience.
However, it was the explicit, uncensored and explosive aspect
of the language which gave vitality to this style. In
addition to political and social militants like, Stokley
Carmichael and H. Rap Brown, poets were utilizing bold and
direct language as a mode of attack in their literary battle.
For example, in poems like "For Black Boys," Nikki Giovanni
^^Sonia Sanchez, "Sonia Sanchez," interviewed by
Claudia Tate, Black Women Writers at Work (New York:
Continuum Press, 1983), 135.
^^Henderson, "Understanding Poetry," 44.
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used direct and explicit language as she advocated for
violence:
Ask your mothers for Rap Brown gun
Santa just may compl if you wish
hard enough
There is a new game I must tell
you of
It's call catch The Leader Lying. . .
And you will understand all too soon
That you, may children of battle, are
your heroes^^
Again, in "A Litany For Peppe," as Giovanni attempted to
ignite the future generation:
And to you my Black boy
A Revolution
My gift of love
Blessed is he who kills
For he shall control this earth.
In "Records," with rage, Giovanni defined the liberating
quality of killing:
a negro needs to kill
something
trying to record
that this country must be
destroyed
if we are to live
must be destroyed if we
are to live.^®
Her message finally exploded in Black Feeling, Black Talk:
^^Giovanni, "Poem for Black Boys (With Special Love to
James)," in Black Judgement. 50.
^^Giovanni, "A Litany for Peppe," in Black Judgement.
57.





Can a nigger kill
Can a nigger kill the MAN
Can you kill nigger
Hug? Nigger can you
Kill“
Throughout her poems, killing became a symbolic method for
psychological emancipation. For Giovanni, this process was
two-fold. In addition to killing the European American,
Giovanni maintained that the African American had to begin by
destroying the Eurocentric mentality within himself. The
message began in Black Judgement;
It has been pointed out:
"The last bastion of white supremacy
is in the Black man's mind"
(Note — this is not a criticism of brothers)
Everything comes in steps
Negative step one; get the white out of your
hair
Negative step two; get the white out of your
mind
Negative step three: get the white out of
your parties
Negative step four; get the white out of your
meetings^’
With direct and violent language in Black Feeling, Black Talk
Giovanni posed the vital question:
Can you kill the nigger
in you
Can you make your nigger
mind die
Can you kill your nigger mind
^®Giovanni, "The True Import of Present Dialogue,
Black vs. Negro," in Black Feel, Black Talk. 19.
^’Giovanni, "Of Liberation," in Black Judgement. 45.
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And free your black hands to
struggle.^®
Throughout her poetry, Giovanni symbolically made a
distinction between the pseudo and liberated African
American. For example, in the above poem, the word "nigger"
represented the pseudo African American who was incapable and
unwilling to struggle for his freedom from an oppressive
European American system. Furthermore, in this poem and the
one that precedes it the term, "Black Man," symbolized the
conscious African American who was capable and willing to
dismantle the suppressive European American system.
Like Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers effectively displayed
the blunt style as she advocated for action and involvement.
In her collections Paper Soul and Songs of a Blackbird.
Rodgers' two-fold messages of revolution burned with fire.
With forthrightness, Rodgers encouraged her readers to
destroy the existing regime and to build a new black
Jerusalem. In her poem, destruction became a symbolic
representation of the African American's need to disassemble
America:
what america needs
some slave should plant
a bomb in the
good ole apple pie
wire up all those tasty hot dogsl
put out that touch in the
^®Giovanni, "The True Import of Present Dialogue,




alia fair in love and war
you expect folks to die









In "Poems for Malcolm," Rodgers portrayed the Black Jerusalem
which must be constructed. Here, the word "poem" symbolized
nationhood:
un blackhood poem
un-selfhood poem, unbuilding poem
un lets fuck more babies poem
for a black strong Nation poem
I want a Nationhood poem
no lines, no cute words, no tired
rappin fuh days will do,
I want Black bodies poems
I want Black hands poems
I want Black minds poems
I want Black action poems
fo
ElHaji Makk El Shabazz”
Again, in the "Last M.F.," Rodgers advocated for violent
reform:
(wether i say it or not).
^’Carolyn Rodgers, "My Lai as Related to No. Vietnam
Alabama," in Afro-American Writing: An Anthology of Prose
and Poetry, vol. II, ed., Richard Long and Eugenia Collier,
(New York: New York University Press, 1972), 776.
^“Carolyn Rodgers, "Poems for Malcolm," in
Understanding the New Black Poetry, ed. Stephen Henderson
(New York: William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1973), 347.
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there's plenty of MEAN
muthafukas out
here trying to do the struggle
in and
we all know
that none of us can relax until
the last M.F.'s been done in.^^
Similar to Giovanni, Sonia Sanchez's portrayal of the
blunt style can best be demonstrated in her struggle to
define the revolutionist and his responsibility to the
movement. Her definition began in "homecoming” which
characterized the revolutionist's first step as
reconditioning:








all those hide and
seek faces peeling
with freudian dreams





Following a rebirth into consciousness, a rejection of
fantasy and an acceptance of involvement, the revolutionist's
next step was to reclaim and to redefine his identify:
nigger.
^^Rodgers, "The Last M.F.," in Songs of a Black Bird.
29.
^^Sanchez, "homecoming," in Homecoming. 9.
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that word
ain't shit to me
my man. i'll
say it slow for you.
N-G-G-E-R
that word don't turn
me on man.




Having reclaimed his destiny, through violent imagery,












see what i mean?




In the her second collection, Sanchez's direct and radical
linguistic style continued as she questioned the loyalty and
commitment of the revolutionist:
who's gonna make all
that beautiful blk/rhetoric
mean something
^^Sanchez, "nigger," in Homecoming. 12.







Again, in "Questions" from her second collection:









Returning to the descriptive and the significant role of the
revolutionist, in the last section entitled, TCB/EN Poem,
Sanchez outlined the attributes and methods which the




















^^Sanchez, "blk/rhetoric," in We A BaddDDD People. 15.
^®Sanchez, "Questions," in We A BaddDDD People. 19.
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who enslaves us.^’








let's get to work.^®
As displayed throughout their works, the blunt style
was a violent, aggressive and symbolic style which used the
directness of the "ghetto" to communicate with the people and
express their complex attitudes and feelings. In their
works, Nikki Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers and Sonia Sanchez
demanded a separation from the European American culture and
civilization, the emergence of a spiritual black nation and
the destruction of an evil white one. As members of this
world-wide protest movement, these poets rebelled, rebelled
and rebelled.
^’Sanchez, "To Fanon, culture meant only one thing
an environment shaped to help us and our children grow,
shaped by ourselves in action against the system that
enslaves us.," in We A BaddDDD People. 50.
®®Sanchez, "TCB," in We A BaddDDD People. 59.
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CHAPTER 3
THE VIEW OF THE MALE/FEMALE RELATIONSHIP
AND
THE REAFFIRMATION OF THE HEROIC IMAGE OF THE AFRICAN
AMERICAN MALE IN THE WORKS OF NIKKI GIOVANNI, CAROLYN
RODGERS AND SONIA SANCHEZ
During the Black Power Movement, the African American
male/female relationship was a crucial entity in the African
American's endeavor to disassemble supremacy, capitalism, and
racism in America. Moreover, this relationship served as a
facsimile of humanity, of social life and of a people's
capacity for struggle and social construction:
The male/female relationship is a mirror that reflects
the economic and social conditions, the level of
political, cultural and moral development of a given
country.
As a fundamental unit of the nation, their strengths
and weaknesses determine the nation's capacity to
define, defend and develop its interest.^
However, due to the false images inflected by European
Americans, the African American's male/female relationship
had experienced deterioration. For decades, European
Americans had juxtaposed the African American male and female
and caused confusion, division and stagnation in the African
^Maulana Karenga, Introduction to Black Studies (Los
Angeles, California: University of Sankore Press, 1989),
214.
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American community. For instance, European Americans had
brainwashed African American males into believing that
African American females were the foundational cause of their
economic and social dilemmas. Additionally, European
Americans had conditioned African American females to believe
that African American men were shiftless, negligent and
worthless.
In an attempt to revitalize the African American
relationship, activists Nathan Hare, Maulana Karenga, and
Haki Madhubuti maintained that the African American male and
female must struggle to reestablish the bonds of love and
relinquish the chains of hatred. Recognizing that
nationalism was their ultimate goal, these radicals demanded
that the African American male and female psychologically
liberate themselves from the forces of sexism and racism
which undermined their development and which encouraged them
to perceive one another as enemies; instead of, comrades.
Furthermore, Stephen Henderson maintained that they must
recognize that the revolution was androgenous and sexless.
Thus,
for the sake of nationhood, righteousness and morality,
the Black man and woman must work together and seek an
appreciation and understanding for each other's role in
revolution.^
^Stephen Henderson, Understanding the New Black Poetry
(New York: William and Morrow and Company, Inc., 1973),
69.
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Moreover, the African American male and female must seek to
redefine one another's image and recognize that the success
of the African American community was contingent on their
ability to heal each other.
One group of radicals who attempted to restore the
African American male/female relationship was the poets. For
the most part, it was the female poets who consistently
addressed the issue of the male/female relationship in terms
of the revolution. As Sonia Sanchez contended,
many women writers might have talked about a woman in
a particular situation with a man — a man did not tend
to do that. Many women understood that you could not
talk about what should be without acknowledging that
what will becomes from their working together. You can
fully understand revolution if you can fully understand
what it is to love a man. Because in order to be a
true revolutionist, you must understand love. Love,
sacrifice and death.^
In verse, these women attempted to demonstrate how essential
it was to love, appreciate and support the African American
male. Recognizing that he was vital to the revolution and
that his character had been damaged by European Americans,
these female poets felt compelled to restore his manhood and
to provide him with the motivation needed to fight the battle
set before him. For the sake of nationhood, poets Nikki
Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers and Sonia Sanchez painted holistic
images of the African American male/female relationship.
^Sonia Sanchez, "Sonia Sanchez," interview by Claudia
Tate, Black Women at Work (New York: Continuum Publishing
Co., 1983), 132.
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Through the aid of personal experiences, these poets
advocated that the process of loving and losing was a part of
life. In addition, these women rejected the distorted images
of the African American male and transformed him into a
vision of honor, valor, and strength. They celebrated his
diversity and attempted to incite the African American female
to reclaim her king, warrior and lover. The three portrayals
demonstrated by these women were: (a) men as warriors; (b)
men as sex gods; and (c) men as companions.
The revolution of the mid-nineteen sixties was about
social reform and nationhood. With this in mind, these poets
effectively dispelled the myths that African American men
were worthless and non-supportive individuals. On the
contrary, they proclaimed that he was a warrior who was
prepared or in preparation for the battle of independence.
According to these poets, African American men were strong
and wise protectors who fearlessly confronted and defeated
their adversaries. For example, in her first collection.
Black Judgement. Giovanni displayed a community of past,
current and future warriors who were committed to the
revolutionary task. In "Poems for Black Boys," Giovanni
portrayed the African American male as a vital soldier in the
struggle against racism. By evoking the ncunes and images of
past and present activists, Giovanni provided direction for
the future generation:
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DO NOT SIT IN DO NOT
FOLLOW KING
GO DIRECTLY TO STREETS
This is a game you can
win.
And this poem I give is
worth much more
than any nickel bag
or ten cent toy
And you will understand all too
soon
That you, my children of battle
are your heroes.*
Again, in "A Litany for Peppe" from her first collection:
And to you my Black boy
A Revolution
My gift of love
Blessed is he who kills
For he shall control this
earth.®
In her second collection. Black Feeling, Black Talk. Giovanni
drew a distinction between the pseudo African American male
and the African American male. Here, Giovanni characterized
the pseudo African American male as a nonproductive
individual who adhered to the values and views of America.
Whereas, the African American male was one who assumed the
responsibility of war:
Can we learn to kill WHITE
for Black
Learn to kill niggers
*Nikki Giovanni, "Poem for Black Boys (With Special
Love to James)," in Black Judgement (New York: Morrow
Quill Paperbacks, 1968), 50.
®Giovanni, "A Litany for Peppe," in Black Judgement.
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6Learn to be Black men.
Futhemnore, Giovanni used "nigger" to symbolize the pseudo
African American male who represented stagnation and
impotence in the African American communtiy. While the
phrase, "Black man," symbolized the African American man who
represented productivity, leadership and creativity.
Like Giovanni, in "for h.w. fuller," Rodgers defined
the characteristics of the productive and nonproductive
African American male. According to Rodgers, the productive
African American male was a wise innovative revolutionist who
devised effective plans to dismantle the foundations of the
American structure:
. . . the man who grows
inside the shadows
Chipping at the foundation,
after windows and doors have
been replaced, the man, who
become the dark
shadow of a
white marble building, will
pick the foundation to
pieces.





®Nikki Giovanni, "The True Import of Present Dialogue,
Black vs. Negro," in Black Feeling, Black Talk (New York:
Morrow Quill Paperbacks, 1970), 19.
’Carolyn Rodgers, "for h. w. fuller," in Songs of a
Black Bird (Chicago: Third World Press, 1969), 21.
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Whereas, the nonproductive African American was one who
demonstrated uncontrolled bestial behavior:
a Black man standing in the shadows is not like the one
who struggles through open spaces, hurls bricks at
windows, shatter glass, yanks or kicks the doors down
and beats his chest screeun/proclaiming his glory - - -
there ones are removed, swiftly.®
In this poem, Rodgers contended that mental not physical
strength determined the true warrior.
Similar to Giovanni and Rodgers, in her first
collection. Homecoming. Sanchez depicted the African American
male as an intelligent and fearless leader:
he said "fuck you
white man. we have been
curled too long, nothing
is sacred now. not your
white faces nor any
land that separates until
some voices
squat with spasms."®
In "for unborn Malcolm," Sanchez pronounced the forthcoming
of future soldiers who were prepared to disassemble America:






we hip to his shit and
that the next time he
kills one of our
blk/princes
some of his faggots
®Ibid.
®Sonia Sanchez, "malcolm," in Homecoming (Detroit,




out that us blk/niggers
are out to lunch
and the main course
is gonna be his white meat.^°
In "Memorial 2,” Sanchez demonstrated the significance of the
African American male to the liberation of his people. Here,
Sanchez maintained that the lost of an African American male
was crucial because of his role as a potential leader,








check it out. for
bobby wd be living today.
Another image portrayed by these poets was the African
American male as a sex god. Characteristic of the blunt
linguist style of the period, Giovanni, Rodgers and Sanchez
openly celebrated the sexuality of the African American male.
For example, in "Beautiful Black Men," through sexual
undertones, Giovanni praised and admired the diversity and
charm of African American men:
I wanta say just gotta say
something
bout those beautiful beautiful
outasight
^“Sanchez, "for unborn Malcolm," in Homecoming. 28.




walking down the street
is the same ol danger
but a brand new pleasure.
Like Giovanni, Rodgers alluded to the hypnotic prowess
of the African American male:
let yr man (ev'ry Black)
MAN be yr HERO)
Ain't no toneen perkins or
shailey heston
dun fuh u what a
brother can or will —
sistus, ah'm her tuh' tell
u un brotha can do fuh u
anythin that
needs done^^
In "LOVE — The Beginning and The END," Rodgers depicted
sexual intercourse as a vehicle which provided soldiers for
the nation and which united the African American male and
female:
BLACK MAN
move into a woman, BLACK
MAN move
herlus, rush into her
scatter your seeds, plant
your dreams in her.
hear
the distant drums humming
orr eternity - - -
open Black WOMAN, open
BLACK MAN
^^Giovanni, "Beautiful Black Men," in Black Judgement.
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Here, Rodgers maintained that love making allowed the African
American male and female to become psychological, spiritual,
and emotional partners in their struggle against involuntary
imprisonment.
More graphic than Giovanni and Rodgers, Sanchez
painted explicative images as she explored the pleasures of













Again, in "CHUCK" from her first collection:









^^Rodgers, "LOVE — The Beginning and The END," in
Songs of a Black Bird. 40.







In her first poem entitled, "to all sisters," employing
explicit sexual imagery, Sanchez depicted the captivating and
transforming quality of the African American man's love
making:
there ain't
no MAN like a
black man




Here, as well as in the previous poem, Sanchez utilized the
phrase, "turn inside out," to establish the African American
male as the supreme lover or sex god.
Continuing this motif in "to all brothers," Sanchez
contended that African American men were the sexual fantasies






in front of you
this sister knows
and waits.^®
^®Sanchez, "Chuck," in Homecoming. 20.
^’Sanchez, "to all sisters," in Homecoming. 22.
^®Sanchez, "to all brothers," in Homecoming. 10.
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In the last line of the poem, Sanchez declared war against
European American women.
In her second poem entitled, "to all sisters," Sanchez
attempted to incite other African American women to this
battle:
what a white woman got
cept her white pussy
always sucking after
blk/ness
what a white woman got




what a white woman got?^®
In essence, Sanchez asserted that the mediocre tactics of the
European American woman were not enough to lure the African
American man from the African American woman.
The last image explored by these women was the African
American man as a companion. Using their personal
experiences as a symbolic representation of the African
American relationship, Giovanni, Rodgers, and Sanchez
depicted the African American male as a wholesome lover who
provided emotional and mental gratification. In addition,
these women portrayed love as a symbolic representation of
revolution. Like revolution, love involved change,
sacrifice, and an unconditional commitment to the cause one
had pledged. For example, in her second collection. Black
^®Sanchez, "to all sisters," in Homecoming. 27.
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Feeling. Black Talk, Giovanni passionately demonstrated the
possibility of sharing a meaningful relationship with an
African American male and of healing from its loss without
bitterness or remorse. Giovanni's tender story began in the
poem, "In Detroit Conference on Unity and Art," where she
romantically described her first encounter with H. Rap Brown;
We went the to
confer
On the possibility of
Blackness






Again, in "You Came, Too" from her second collection;
I came to the crowd seeking friends
I came to the crowd seeking love
I Ccune to the crowd for understanding
I found you.^^
In both poems, Giovanni depicted the fulfilling and enriching
qualities of the African American relationship and
established this entity as a vehicle essential in revolution.
^°Nikki Giovanni, "In Detroit Conference on Unity and
Art," in Black Feeling, Black Talk (New York; Morrow Quill
Paperbacks, 1970), 3.
^^Giovanni, "You Came, Too;," in Black Feeling. Black
Talk. 5.
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Giovanni further explored the male/female relationship
in her "For BMC" poems. In "Poem (For BMC 1)/" Giovanni
attempted to deal with the pain and hurt of a broken
relationship:
I dreamed I was drowning
That no sun from Venice would
dry my tears
Though I worship nothing (save myself)
You were my savior — so be it
And it was
Perhaps not never more or ever
after
But after all — once you were
mine.^^
Having dealt with the initial loss, in "Poem (For BMC 2),"
Giovanni reflected on the tender and wonderful memories:
There were flied where once
we walked
Among the clover and crab grass
and those
Funny little things that look
like cotton candy
Now, having the tent, I have
no use for it.
I have pushed you out
Go' way
Can't you see I'm lonely.
Giovanni completed her story of love and loss in "Poem (For
BMC 3)." Here, after the pain had subsided and emptiness had
^^Giovanni, "Poem (For BMC 1)," in Black Feeling.
Black Talk. 7.
^^Giovanni, "Poem (For BMC 2)," in Black Feeling.
Black Talk. 10.
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set in, Giovanni sought to find comfort in her past lover's
voice:
And was really quite
Content after you said
Hello
But since I had previously
Been taught
By you especially
That you won't say
Hello
More than once
I picked a fight.
More general than Giovanni, Rodgers refrained from
using obvious personal experiences to demonstrate the warmth
and emotional gratification of the African American male. In
her first collection. Paper Soul, in "Now Ain't That Love,"





when i'm near him
i am a skinny, dumb, knock-kneed
lackey droolny on the words
of my ma har ajah^®
Again, with a compassionate voice in "Untitled No. Hurt,"
while alluding to his psychological dilemma, Rodgers depicted
the completeness of loving an African American man:
^^Giovanni, "Poem (For BMC 3)," in Black Feeling.
Black Talk. 14.
^^Carolyn Rodgers, "No Ain't That Love," in Paper Soul
(Chicago: Third World Press, 1968), 15.
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i wanted to love you
i needed to love you
you were all my men and in
you, i glimpsed the meaning
of so many words like
strength and beauty
but you could not love me,
because you had your
BLACK
Momma.
Like Giovanni, with a warm, sensitive, and tender
voice, Sanchez displayed the joys of the African American
relationship and demonstrated why African American women
should be in a "loving bag" not a "hurting bag." Through her
personal relationship with Etheridge Cleavage, Sanchez
depicted a warm love affair between friends:
some











with u no younger
and me no older
than we be.^’
^®Rodgers, "Untitled No. Hurt," in Songs of a Black
Bird. 42.
^’Sonia Sanchez, "last poem i'm gonna write bout us,"
in We A BaddDDD People (Detroit, Michigan: Broadside
Press, 1970), 40.
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Here, Sanchez reflected on the tenderness of a past
relationship.
Again, in "poem for etheridge," Sanchez characterized
the African American male as a worthy companion who provided







it is u/my ma.
ooowa heh-heh
ooowa heh-heh
music in my legs/
stomach
travelen to meet u man^®
As displayed throughout their works, the African
American male was an individual of honor, value and
character. In their poems, Nikki Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers
and Sonia Sanchez reputed the destructive and dehumanizing
images of the African American male and insisted that the
African American female began to understand his frustrations,
hurts and pains which resulted from years of oppression.
Furthermore, they maintained that the African American female
needed to love and heal the African American male, so he
could assist in the revolutionary battle at hand.




BLACK NATIONALISM; DEFINED IN THE WORKS
OF NIKKI GIOVANNI, CAROLYN RODGERS AND SONIA SANCHEZ
The Negro needs a Nation and a country of his own,
where he can best show evidence of his own ability in
the art of human progress. Scattered as an unmixed and
unrecognized part of alien nations and civilization is
but to demonstrate his inability, and point him out as
an unworthy derelict, fit neither for society of Greek,
Jew nor Gentile.
Marcus Garvey
The philosophy of the Black Power Movement was
essentially a nationalist concept which addressed the
supposed needs of African Americans for liberation, for
nationhood. Fundamentally, this black nationalism embodied
the principles of self-definition and self-determination
which provided African Americans with ultimate control over
self and which embraced the fruition of a world that was
compatible with their highest vision. More importantly,
revolutionists identified black nationalism as the vehicle
which would lead African Americans to political emancipation
which, consequently, would produce economical, territorial
and psychological liberation:
Almost from its beginning, . . . SNCC aimed at winning
political power for impoverished Southern blacks. We
had to begin with politics because Black Americans are
a propertyless people in a country where property is
value above all Thus, we determined to win
political power, with the idea of moving on from there
into activity that would have economic effects. With
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power, the masses could make or participate in making
decisions which govern their destinies, and thus create
basic change in their day-to-day lives.^
Like, the Student Nonviolent Coalition Committee (SNCC),
these militants characterized political power as the African
Americans key to racial redemption, dignity and integrity.
Moreover, they maintained that this political empowerment
involved two phases, one, the dismantling of the European
American political wheel and two, the emerging of an
alternative structure which embraced the aspirations and
interests of African Americans:
We must know full well what it is we are replacing
which power with, in all its implications. We are
replacing not only a white sheriff, for the values that
sheriff carries with him are, in fact, an extension of
white culture. That black sheriff had better be an
extension of black culture, or there is NO Change1
Black power, as black, must be, in reality, the total
realization of that nation's existence on this planet
So we leave America, or we never go there. (It could
be twelve miles from New York (or two miles) and it
would be the black nation you found yourself in .
That's where yourself was, all the time)
Like Leroi Jones, black nationalists persistently advocated
for an independent social-economical Afrocentric nation which
^Stokley Carmichael, "Power and Racism," in The Black
Power Revolt, ed. Floyd Barbour (Boston, Massachusetts:
Extending Horizons Books, 1968), 62.
^Leroi Jones, "The Need for a Cultural Base to
Civilirites and Bpower Mooments," in The Black Power
Revolt. ed. Floyd Barbour (Boston, Massachusetts:
Extending Horizons Books, 1968), 121-122.
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reflected the thoughts, ideals, feelings and lifestyles of
African Americans. In their struggle to restore ethnic
dignity, these revolutionists insisted that African Americans
collectively engage in active resistance to acquire
independence.
Psychiatrists, Jeunes Comer, Alvin F. Poussant and
Nathan Wright asserted that prior to building a nation,
African Americans would have to reverse the diverse
strategies imposed on them by European Americans:
So America's strategy is the same strategy as that
which was used in the past by the colonial powers:
divide and conquer. She plays on Negro leader against
the other. She plays one Negro organization against
the others. She makes us think we have different
objectives, different goals.
All of our people have the seime goals, and same
objective. The objective is freedom, justice and
equality. All of us want recognition and respect as
hiiman beings.^
As Malcolm X, the revolutionists of the Black Power Movement,
concluded that unity was essential if African Americans
wanted to fulfill their goal, nationhood.
In addition to unity, militants like Huey Newton, Mari
Evans and H. Rap Brown encouraged African Americans to resist
the nonviolent techniques of the Civil Rights Movement and to
aggressively demand their independence. Like Marcus Garvey,
^Malcolm X, "The Black Revolution," in From a Black
Perspective, ed. Douglas A. Hughes (Washington, DC:
Washington University, 1970), 110.
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they established violence as a credible vehicle to
nationhood:
It was not unreasonable for George Washington ... to
have fought for the freedom of America . . . / it was
not unreasonable for the liberals of France to have
fought against the Monarchy . . . , it was no
unrighteous cause that lead Tolstoi to sound the call
of liberty in Russia ...
... it is therefore not an unrighteous cause for the
. . . Negroes all over the world to fight for the
liberation of our country.‘
Furthermore, these revolutionists maintained that active
resistance was a legacy that America had given them:
If George Washington didn't get independence for this
country nonviolently, and you taught me to look upon
them as patriots and heroes, that it's time for you to
realize that I have studied you books well ...
One group of activist who master America's techniques was the
poets of the Black Arts Movement. In verse, these black
nationalists sought to link art and politics to assist in the
liberation of African Americans. Interweaving the themes and
sentiments of black nationalism throughout their work, these
radicals advocated for racial purity, racial integrity and
racial hegemony. More revolutionary was the number of women
who were taking political stands. Throughout their works,
these women strived to replace the double-consciousness of
"Ibid., 110.
^Marcus Garvey, "The Principles of the Universal Negro
Improvement Association," in Afro-American Writing: An
Anthology of Prose and Poetry, ed. Richard Long and Eugenia
Collier (Philadelphia: The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1984), 326.
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the African American with Afrocentricity. Poets, Nikki
Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers and Sonia Sanchez gave definition
to the nation and established themselves as Mothers of
Courage sending their troops into the streets for battle, as
Sisters of Wisdom exploring the vicious and destructive
nature of the European American and as Revolutionists
demanding a social-political change in America. According to
black nationalists, black nationalism was a two-fold process
which involved withdrawal and rebuilding.
During the Black Power Movement, revolutionists
maintained that African Americans had to psychologically
withdraw themselves from the moral and philosophical decayed
European American civilization in order to resolve the
problems they had incurred from the traumatic effects of
enslavement, racism and continual denial of political and
economical opportunities. According to these revolutionists,
these conditions forced African Americans to attempt to
assimilate into the American culture which, eventually,
caused them to harbor inferiority complexes and to struggle
with the unreconcilable struggles of double-consciousness,
which was the sense of conceptualizing one's self through the
revelation of someone else's world and of belonging to two
worlds, two thoughts and two ideals without fully existing in
either. Furthermore, they maintained that these harsh
realities inevitably caused African Americans to become
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infantiles who were dependent on a system which was designed
to annihilate them:
Assimilation by definition always takes place according
to the larger societal (white) model of culture and
behavior, and thus the Negro must give up much of his
identity and subculture to be comfortably integrated.®
Moreover, in exchange for self-denial African Americans were
given pseudo-citizenship and forced to accept the American
declaration that white was better;
assimilationist become preoccupied with "proving"
themselves to white people and trying to show them that
"we are just like all other human beings," that is that
they are not Negro.’
In an attempt to eliminate the dehumanization of the
African American, political, social and literary black
nationalists advocated for racial solidarity and dignity.
Moreover, by resisting the forces of an European American
marginal society, African Americans were freeing themselves
to reclaim their past and to recreate what European Americans
had destroyed. Furthermore, separation would eventually undo
centuries of negative brainwashing. Similar to political and
social activists, literary black nationalists demanded
African Americans to dismantle the bonds of oppression and
reassemble the chains of prosperity. During the Black Arts
®Alvin F. Poussant, "The Negro American: His Self-
Image and Integration," in The Black Power Revolt, ed.




Movement, it was the poets who effectively painted
descriptive images of the European American as the beast, the
slave master and the devil and who depicted integration as a
self“destructive device. In place of assimilation, these
radicals offered racial autonomy in dress, views and
lifestyles. For instance, this can be seen in Nikki
Giovanni' s struggle to persuade African Americans to renounce
tokenism, assimilation:
I am the token negro
I asked why
the group wouldn't be in the
Black community
And was told quite soundlee
THEY'RE ARTISTS TOO AND
COLOR AIN'T GOT NOTHING
TO DO WITH IT AND
WHY OH WHY WON'T YOU
PEOPLE LET US FORGET
YOU'RE COLORED TOO®
Here, Giovanni demonstrated the social and psychological
consequences of assimilation. In addition to being the
laboratory rat for the European American, integrationists
were trapped in an uncomfortable position of asking and/or
demanding a voice in America, despite the fact, that
consciously or subconsciously they recognized that they were
not accepted by European Americans. Therefore, Giovanni
®Nikki Giovanni, "The Dance Committee (Concerning
Jean-Leon Destine)," in Black Judgement (New York: Morrow
Quill Paperback, 1968), 43.
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asserted that to avoid these psychological abuses the African
American should resist conformity:
And again I must point out
sex is not the issue
that we should simply fuck tokenism’
In "Of Liberation," Giovanni displayed the self-destructive
aspects of assimilation as she sought to move the African
American from an Eurocentric gaze to an Afrocentric gaze:
It has been pointed out:
"The last bastion of white
supremacy is in the Black
man's mind"
Everything comes in steps
Negative step one: get the white out
of your hair
Negative step two: get the white out
of your mind
Negative step three: get the white out
of your parties
Negative step four: get the white out
of your meetings^®
In one section of the poem, Giovanni articulated why the
African American must refrain from conforming to the ideals
and lifestyles of European Americans:
We have tried far too long
to ally with whites
Remember the rule of thumb:
WILD ANIMALS CAN BE Trained
BUT NEVER TAMED
The honkie is this category
You would not trust your
life to a wolf or tiger
’Ibid.
^“Giovanni, "Of Liberation," in Black Judgement. 45.
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You would not turn your
back on a cobra
Do not trust a honkie
They are all of the same family^^
In her second collection. Black Feel. Black Talk, Giovanni
continued her campaign against tokenism in "Wilmington
Delaware." Here, Giovanni aserted that integrationists
relinquished their freedom for enslavement. Moreover, she
maintained they sold their souls, dignity and heritage to
their god:
Wilmington is a funni negro
Because he has to meet his
maker each and every day
LORD KNOW HE'S A GOOD
BOY
AND TRIES HARD
Don't say nothing Black or
colored or look unhappy
I heard him say . . .
(He can really order some
colored people around — a
sight to behold)
And does a basically good
militant shuffle
when dancing is in order.
Throughout the poem, Giovanni characterized the European
American as the devil and maintained that assimilation was a
contract made between him and African Americans in which
African Americans traded their human dignity for a life of
^^Ibid.
^^Nikki Giovanni, "Wilmington Delaware," in Black
Feeling. Black Talk (New York: Morrow Quill Paperbacks,
1970), 26.
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turmoil. In her last stanza, Giovanni encouraged African
Americans to resist the European American's manipulative
version of liberation and equality:
But somehow I don't
feel welcome
So I'm going to pack my
don-key (ass wise) and split
before they start to do me
favors too.^^
Like Giovanni, Rodgers depicted separation as the
African American's vehicle to liberation. This can be seen
in Rodgers' quest to expose the hypocritical and detrimental
nature of European Americans;
leave whitey in his own
shithouse poem^^
In this line Rodgers captured the vile and decayed aspects of
the American society. Throughout the poem, Rodgers
forthrightfully demanded the emergence of an afrocentric
world filled with warriors and leaders. However, such a
world was impossible without separation from America.
Embodied in the above line was the insinuation that by
entangling themselves in the perverse situation of
assimilation, African Americans felt compelled to be
flattered, appreciated and accepted by European Americans.
“Ibid.
“Carolyn Rodgers, "Poems for Malcolm," in
Understanding New Black Poetry, ed. Stephen Henderson (New
York: William Morrow and Co., 1973), 347.
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Therefore, they would fail to create a productive nation
which creates racial solidarity:
un blackhood poem
un selfhood poem, un building poem
for a black strong Nation poem
I want a Nationhood poem^®
In "Jesus Was Crucified, or It Must be Deep," Rodgers
displayed the psychological ramifications of Christianity.
Here, Rodgers juxtaposed a mother's love and psychological
enslavement with a daughter's birth into consciousness:
I don't believe - (an she sd) U DON'T
BELIEVE IN GOD
NO MO DO U ????
u wudn't raised that wayl U gun die
and go tuh HELL
and i sd i hoped it wwdnt be
NO HUNKIES there“
Throughout the poem, Rodgers demonstrated how America's
religious dogma had dehumanized, annihilated and stripped
African Americans of their heritage, dignity and insight:
and me and that ladi sd
see see, ne-groes don't
treat nobody right why
that clerk packin groceries
was un grown, acted mad.
white folks wudn't treat yuh
that way. why when i went
tuh he BANK the otha day
to deposit som MONEY
this white man helped me
“Ibid.
^®Carolyn Rodgers, "Jesus Was Crucified, or It Must Be




Attempting to inculcate a sense of self-esteem in African
Americans, Rodgers offered black consciousness as an
alternative and supplementary approach to racial integration:
agreed, told her i WAS angry
a lot THESE days
and i sd yes, i
was aware a lot lately^®
In "My Lai as Related to No, Vietnam Alabama," Rodgers
unveiled the hypocritical philosophies of European American
and proclaimed that African Americans should not emulate but
disassemble America:
what america needs
is a demo-cratic lesson
in this land of the











"’Carolyn Rodgers, "My Lai as Related to No. Vietnam
Alabama," in Afro-American Writing: An Anthology of Prose
and Poetry, vol. II, ed. Richard Long and Eugenia Collier,
(New York: New York University Press, 1972), 776.
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Like Rodgers, by depicting the alienating and
destructive effects of integration, Sonia Sanchez advocated
for separatism. For example in "homecoming,” Sanchez
depicted assimilation as death and separation as life:





Here, Sanchez asserted that integration caused individuals to
perceive themselves as foreigner in their own communities and
to consciously or unconsciously foster feelings of
inferiority, self-doubt and self hatred. Whereas, separation




all those hid and
seek faces peeling
with freudian drecuns





I have learned it
ain't like they say
in the papers.^^
^°Sonia Sanchez, "homecoming," in Homecoming (Detroit,
Michigan: Broadside Press, 1969), 9.
“Ibid.
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similar to Rodgers, in "blk/puritans," Sanchez characterized
European American Christianity as a cult which blinded the













Here, Sanchez demonstrated how African Americans were
misguided by the churchly remnants of humility. In a cynical
voice, Sanchez attempted to persuade African Americans to
repudiate the American culture and shape a religious reality
that resembled reality.
In "blk/chant," Sanchez maintained that separation was
vital because it promoted self-control. Whereas,
assimilation precipitated self destruction:
we programmed of death/
die/en




with junk to paralyze ou
blk/limbs from leapen on the
^^Sonia Sanchez, "there are blk/puritan," We A BaddDDD
People (Detroit, Michigan: Broadside Press, 1970), 17.
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wite/mutha/fucka/^^
Here, Sanchez asserted that if African Americans continued to
ignore the potency of separation, they would continue to fall
prey to European Americans.
The other step which led to the fruition of black
nationalism was building. Having denounced the forces of
America through total separation, revolutionists maintained
that African Americans were now prepared to arouse an
Afrocentric consciousness which would build an autonomous
African American nation. The foundation of this nation would
be a strong Afrocentric political and economic base:
Without effective political institutions and successful
economical establishment through which to relate to,
the black community will exist in a state of
insurrection.
Furthermore, this political power would surpass the pseudo
power offered to African Americans by the Civil Rights
Movement:
The struggle was eased, though not won, with the
passage of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. In several
states. Black farmers ran in elections for agricultural
committees which made crucial decisions concerning land
use, loans, etc. Although they won places on a number
of committees, they never gained majority needed to
control.^®
^^Sanchez, "blk/chant," in We A BaddDDD People. 33.
^^Carmichael, "Power and Racism," 69.
“Ibid., 67.
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These realities revealed by Carmichael were the factors which
forced revolutionists to conclude that inclusion was
detrimental and that the building of and alternative
political system, which spiritually, economically and
historically reflected African Americans was essential.
In addition, these revolutionists advocated for a
nation which culturally represented African Americans.
According to militants like Donald Gibson, Hoyt Fuller and
Angela Davis, African Americans needed a nation that
reflected their culture and their way of feeling, living and
being. In addition, they needed a place where the socio¬
political was wedded into the culture:
A culturally aware black politics would use all the
symbols of the culture, all the keys and images out of
the black past, out of the black presence, to gather
the people to it, and energize itself with the striving
of conscious blackness.
This Afrocentric nation would be one which encouraged
development, love and participation. As a result, black
nationalists insisted that African Americans acquire land,
share a common heritage of language, culture and religion.
Moreover, they struggled to get African Americans to see the
need to control themselves and shape their own social,
economic and political institutions. One group of
individuals who articulated black nationalist ideology was
poets. Throughout their poems, they advocated for a national
^®Jones, "The Need Mooments," 123.
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home for African Americans which portrayed a positive image
of their "blackness." Moreover, with urgency, they insisted
that African Americans redefine and rebuild the images which
had been destroyed by European America. For excimple, this
can be seen in Giovanni's violent plea for racial purity:
Black STEP ONE
Get the feeling out (this may be painful-endure)
Black STEP TWO
Outline and implement the program
All honkies and some negroes will
have to die
This is unfortunate but necessary
It is time for the Resurrection of
BLACKNESS^’
Here, Giovanni maintained that black nationalism was a
reconditioning process. Step by step, Giovanni aggressively
instructed African Americans what should occur, what must be
eliminated and how this nation was going to come into
fruition:
Erase our error with the Black Flame
Purity our neighborhoods with the
Black Flame
We are the artists of this decade
Draw a new picture with the BLACK FLAME
LIVE a new life with the BLACK FLAME
Our choice now is war or death
Our option is survival
Listen to your own Black hearts^®
^’Giovanni, "Of Liberation," in Black Judgement. 45.
"®Ibid.
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Here, Giovanni told African Americans to allow their anguish,
disillusionment and hatred to lead them to a "new life" where
"black law" and "black liberation" existed and where:
Blackness is its own qualifier
Blackness is its own standard^’
Again, in "In Ugly Honkies, or The Election Game," Giovanni
proclaimed that the emergence of an independent Afrocentric
nation was a matter of life or death:
let's build a for real black thing
called revolution
known to revolutionists as
love
we need to continue our fight
to control all of american
survival is still our only allies
life or death still our only
option
let's me and you do the thing
please?^®
Clarifying that nationhood was the total control over America
and its manipulative, cunning and oppressive systems,
Giovanni advocated for a new justice.
Throughout her poetry, Rodgers effectively underlined
each poem with the message that African Americans must devise
a nation with a moral context where shaken pride and
confidence could be restored and unused or abused energies
were directed toward the encompassing goal of eliminating the
2®lbid.
^“Giovanni, "Ugly Honkies, or The Election Game and
How to Win It," in Black Judgement. 81.
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dual membership of African Americans and reconfiguring the
European World:
my edges and kitchen don't
ever get the message that
they was not suppose to
go back home, oh yeah
edges and kitchens will
tell that they know where
they nat'chal horn is atH^
In this poem, hair symbolized purity and heritage. Here,
Rodgers attempted to reclaim the beauty and purity of the
African American's heritage. Rodgers warned African
l^mericans that despite their attempts to surpress their
heritage that which was innately within them would always
emerge victorious.
In one sector of "Breakthrough," Rodgers temporarily
withdrew from her present emotional struggle to demonstrate
that the collective goal, nationhood, outweighed the personal
goal, breaking away:
An then the kids go to
marching and
singing songs talkin bout Blackness
and schools that ain't schools
and I know that they be
talkin bout.^^
Like Giovanni and Rodgers, Sanchez advocated from
black nationalism as she struggled to expose the European
^^Rodgers, "For Sisters Wearin Straight Hair," in
Songs of a Black Bird. 39.
^^Rodgers, "Breakthrough," in Songs of a Black Bird.
45.
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American and the effects of enslavement on African Americans.
Her message began with children:
a policemen
is a pig
and he shd be in
a zoo










Again, in "poem" from her first collection:
look at me 8th
grade
i am black
beautiful, i have a
man who looks at







beautif and our black
ness sings out
while america wander
dumb with her set bowels.
In these two poems, Sanchez attempted to oriented
children into afrocentricity. For the sake of nationhood,
Sanchez redefined the myths European Americans had instilled
^^Sanchez, "for eight graders," in Homecoming. 17.
^^Sanchez, "poem," in Homecoming. 19.
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in them. Futhermore, she unveiled the harsh realities of
life, so that the future African American nation would be
prepared to love, defend and protect their nation.
In "indianapolis/svunmer/1969/poem," Sanchez vehemently
depicted the nation that must emerge:
like if brothas






good feelings bout the blk/man
and i
mean if blk/fathas proved
they man/hood by
tighten the enemy










be it wud all
come down to some
thing else
like RE VO LU TION.^®
Here, Sanchez called for a transformation of the uncommitted
misguided African American to a serious committed individual
who was prepared to fight the war of oppression and build a
nation that reflected African Americans' ideas, beliefs and
heritage.
^^Sanchez, "indianapolis/summer/1969/poem," in We A
BaddDDD People. 22.
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In "listen to big black at s.f. state," Sanchez
advocated for an end to pseudo action:
no mo meetings
where u talk bout
whitey the cracker





just the sonnng of chiefs
loud with black/nation/hood
builden^®
Here, Sanchez asserted that black nationalism repudiated
complacency and intellectual conferences on pity. Moreover,
she contended that now that African Americans had clearly
defined their status in America, they must now prepare for
the battle.
Again in "we a baddODD people," Sanchez advocated that
the African American possessed the ammunition needed to win
their independence and foster an independent nation:
we a baddDDD people
like discipline
of the mind.
soul. body, no driken cept to
celebrate our victories/births
no smoken. no shooten








^®Sanchez, "listen to big black at s.f. state," in We
A BaddDDD People. 48.
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into nationhood.^’
Throughout their works, Nikki Giovanni, Carolyn
Rodgers and Sonia Sanchez intertwined the sentiments of black
nationalism and demands for the dismantling of the American
system and the shaping of an afrocentric nation.





In the mid-nineteen sixties, a change in attitude and
action occurred in America. Throughout the African American
community, black nationalists employed unconventional methods
to move the African American community toward self-
actualization, change and revolution. Refusing to further
subject themselves to the forces of racism, capitalism and
supremacy, these radicals freely employed afrocentric dialect
and images in their endeavor to emancipate the African
American community. For instance, the women of this
revolutionary movement rejected the traditional dainty
European American image of womanhood and established
themselves as soldiers in the African American's struggle for
liberation. Disallowing sexism to separate them from the
movement, these women welcomed the stigmas which accompanied
their explicative, forthrightful and directive style. For
example, in the works of Nikki Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers and
Sonia Sanchez, the readers encounter three women who were
highly irreverent toward conventional notions and standards
and who freely explored topics like sexuality and politics.
These three revolutionary poets used corrosive satire and
stark realism to move the African American community from an
Eurocentric gaze to an Afrocentric gaze. Speaking in the
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voice of thoughtful revolutionists, these women employed the
aid of language, images and politics to recondition the
psyches of African Americans in order to economically and
politically liberate the masses.
Giovanni, Rodgers and Sanchez utilized language to
escape the restraints of the system of institutions and
conventions which oppressed them. More so than men, they
employed the aid of four letter words and other obscenities
and mechanical devices such as abbreviated, hyphenated and
slashed words to stimulate and motivate African Americans to
disassemble the American regime and replace it with a
productive Afrocentric nation which reflected their highest
visions. Although their bluntness and explicitness appeared
to be unconcerned with morality, on the contrary, their works
were highly moralistic as it attempted to convince its
audience of the significance of a moral order superior to
that reflected in the American institution. Giovanni with
her jazzy conversationalist's voice, Rodgers with her highly
intellectual hip style, and Sanchez with her aggressive and
direct voice captivated the masses of the African American
community and transcended language and meaning to the deepest
common level of the African American experience to emphasize
unity, commonality and identity. Their language was
culturally legitimate, politically sound and genuinely
reflective of the African American community.
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Contrary to prevailing stereotypes during the mid-
nineteen sixties, Giovanni, Rodgers and Sanchez believed in,
loved and nurtured the African American male. Recognizing
the dcunage which his manhood endured at the hands of European
Americans, these women felt compelled to transform him into
a thing of beauty, honor and valor. Furthermore, they
maintained that African American women must refrain from
assisting in the destruction, annihilation and dehumanization
of the African American male, must resist America's vicious
and misconstrued images of African American men, and must
realize that African American men were men, and like any race
of men, there were some good ones and some bad ones. As a
result, these women drew two distinctive images of the
African American male. On one hand, there was the pseudo
African American male who continually tried to be and act
like the best European American and who felt that integration
rather than separation was the goal fight for freedom in
American. On the other hand, there was the African American
male who was an intelligent and strong innovator who
effectively lead his people to liberation. Therefore,
African American women must begin to love, respect and
protect the African American male and understand how
conditioning had left him in an undeveloped state.
Moreover, these women openly admitted that loving an
African American male could be both painful and pleasurable.
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However, they maintained that this was a part of life and
loving. These women envisioned African American men as an
extension of themselves and maintained that the productivity
of the African American community was contingent on the
ability of the man and woman to love, respect and protect one
another.
As members of the larger Black Power Movement, the
main directive of these poets was the formation of an
Afrocentric nation. These women were strident and insistent
in their demands for a new world. In the swift logic of
revolutionary thinking, throughout the African American
community, Giovanni, Rodgers and Sanchez reiterated the
message that freedom was not the ability to act like European
Americans but was the ability to resist this oppressive
state. Furthermore, they encouraged African Americans to
dismantle America and establish an autonomous Afrocentric
nation which provided political control over themselves
which, eventually, would lead to economic, territorial and
psychological liberation. Giovanni, Rodgers and Sanchez
girded each of their poems with a political message for
change, self-definition and self-determination. Their
mission was freedom and weapon was poetry.
In an attempt to provide a more indepth understanding
of these poets and to provide an overview of their
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development after the Black Arts Movement, the following
topics may be considered for further studies:
A) A look at Nikki Giovanni, Carolyn Rodgers and Sonia
Sanchez beyond the sixties
B) An overview of weaknesses and strengths of the Black
Arts and Black Power Movements from Nikki Giovanni,
Carolyn Rodgers and Sonia Sanchez's perspectives
C) These poets' view of men's roles in the movement
D) The direction of the African American community
Due to the fact that only a limited research exists in
this area, it is highly recommended that personnal interviews
become a major focus of studies on women in the Black Arts
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